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The Global Fight for Climate Justice

Introduction
Ian Angus
In this book, anticapitalist activists from around the world offer radical answers to two of the most important questions of our time:
 Why is capitalism destroying the conditions that make life on earth possible?
 How can we stop the destruction before it is too late?
The authors disagree on many things. Some are Marxists, some are not;
some proudly call themselves ecosocialists and others see no need for that label; some are members of political parties and some reject traditional forms
of political activity. Even among those who consider themselves Marxists or
ecosocialists there are differing views on to build a movement, what social
forces can change the world, what technologies and policies should be supported or condemned.
But they all agree that solving the climate crisis of the 21st century, saving the world from climate catastrophe, will require much more than tinkering with technology or economic policy, the solutions promoted by capitalist
politicians and most of the green establishment.
As John Bellamy Foster wrote in his recent book, The Ecological Revolution: “We have reached a turning point in the human relation to the earth:
all hope for the future of this relationship is now either revolutionary or it
is false.”
The climate emergency exposes the present social order’s deepest contradictions: unstoppable thirst for wealth and material growth that can only
be obtained by condemning billions of people to poverty, while simultaneously undermining of the very conditions of human existence.
This system, as Karl Marx said, is like a vengeful god that demands human sacrifices before it deigns to bless its worshippers.
And now, when their god has taken us to the edge of global catastrophe,
the system’s faithful acolytes insist that only minor repairs are needed, that
everything will be all right if we just rejig the tax code, or let corporations
trade pollution credits, or have fewer babies.
In contrast, the essays and manifestos in this book argue that the climate
crisis involves profound issues of political, economic and social justice, issues that cannot be resolved without equally profound changes in the political, economic and social systems that are causing the crisis. They expose
the profound injustice that makes the world’s poorest and most vulnerable
people suffer for the crimes of the richest nations and the biggest corporations. They insist that we must view global warming as an issue of oppres-
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sion, exploitation and injustice, and that we must focus our fight on winning
climate justice — for the global south, for indigenous peoples, for workers
and farmers around the world.
Marx famously wrote that philosophers have only interpreted the world
in various ways but the task is to change it. That statement is often misunderstood. It wasn’t just a call to move from discussion to action — Marx was
also saying that we can’t properly understand the world unless we work to
change it.
For that reason, it’s important to point out that the authors of this book
aren’t ivory tower theorists: every one of them is actively involved in building movements to stop climate change, to change the world. So the articles
in this book aren’t abstract meditations: they are products of the authors’
concrete experiences in building movements against global warming and
environmental destruction. The authors aren’t passive observers: they are
partisans who don’t hesitate to declare their outrage at ecological vandalism
and their determination to stop the vandals.
Our task is to change the world. This book is a contribution to that task.
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